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1. Complete the table. Pay attention and don’t forget than or the. 
 

ADJECTIVE COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE 

Good   

 Nicer than  

  The most annoying 

 Cheaper than  

Expensive   

Bad   

 Bigger  

  The tallest 

 Prettier  

Fast   

 Happier  

  The smallest 

 Sadier  

Boring   

 
2.Write the adjectives in brackets in the Comparative form. 

a)John Lennon was (OLD) _____________________________________ Paul McCartney. 

b)Some people think the Met is (GOOD) _____________________________________ the Louvre. 

c)Eric was (AFRAID) __________________________ in Harlem _____ in the Subway. 

d)Cats are (NICE) ________________________________ dogs. 

e)Cartoons are (GOOD) _________________________________ music programmes. 

f)The Empire State is (BIG) ______________________________ the Chrysler Building. 

g)Barcelona is (SMALL) _______________________ Madrid, but (BIG) __________________ Valencia. 

 

3.Write the adjectives in brackets in the Superaltive form. 

a)Samantha is the (PRETTY) _____________________________________ girl that Paul has ever met. 

b)I think that King Kong was the (BAD) _______________________________________ film ever! 

c)Mounth Everest is the (HIGH) _____________________________________ mountain in the world. 

 



 

d)Our English teacher is the (GOOD) ______________________________________ teacher ever! 

e)My room is the (CLEAN) ____________________________________________ room in my house. 

f)Ron is the (CLEVER) ___________________________________________ person I’ve ever met. 

g)The Millenium Star is one of the (EXPENSIVE) ___________________________________ diamonds in the 

world. 

 

4.Write the sentences in the correct order. 
 

a)are / than / faster / Cars / bikes. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

b)interesting / is / than /more / History / Maths. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

c)than / is / exciting / New York / Albany. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

d)than / funnier / Comics / magazines / are 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

e)Japan / expensive / the / country. / is /most 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5.Complete the sentences with the appropriate form of the adjective with  ED or ING: 

1.My dog is ____________________________, he doesn’t want to play with the ball. (bore) 

2.These books are ________________________________! (bore) 

3.I was very _______________________________. I went to bed that night. (tire) 

4.I like science fiction; they are very _________________________________. (interest) 

5.I don’t like math, they are _________________________________. (bore) 

6.He is very __________________________________ for the movie tonight! (excite) 

7.Look at this video! It is very _____________________________. (satisfy) 

8.I am _______________________________ in education, I love it! (interest) 

9.This website is very ___________________________________! (annoy) 

10.She is _______________________________________ right now. (tire) 

11.I was _______________________________ because I spitted the juice in front of my mom! (embarrass) 

12.He is _____________________________________ in space science. (interest) 

13.Geography is very _______________________________________ to her. (interest) 

14.They are _________________________________ because they are going to get caught! (worry) 

 



 

15.I am ___________________________________ that my favourite singer won the award. (surprise) 

16.I was ______________________________ with the show. I expected it to be much better. (disappoint) 

17.The news was _____________________________________________________! (shock) 

18.I am very _______________________________________________ in tennis. (interest) 

19.London is an ____________________________________ city. (excite) 

20.The film was _________________________________. (bore) 

21.Her experience was really ________________________________. (frighten) 

22.He finds the lessons _____________________________________. (tire) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


